
REVIEWS 

WILL F. THoMPsoN. The shape of New England m ountains. Appalachia, Vo!. 26, No. 12, 

1960, p . 145-59 ; Vo\. 27, No. 7, 196 1, p. 316-35; Vo!. 27, No. 12, 1961 , p. 458-78. 
R EADERS of this journal should be aware of an interesting series of articles published recently 
by the Appalachian Mountain Club in their semi-annua l journal Appalachia. 

In the issues of December 1960, .J une 1961 and D ecember 196 I appeared articles by Dr. 
Will F. Thompson entitled "The shape of New England mountains". The first of these 
articles deals with the published research on these mountains, with the role of climate in the 
development of mountain landscapes in general, and finally with the character, distribution, 
origin and utility of climatic regions in mountains. The purpose of the first article is to put the 
geomorphology of New England mounta ins into its proper context relative to other mountains 
around the world. This article concludes with a comprehensive bibliography covering the 
scientific literature relative to the geomorphology of New England mountains. 

The second a rticle offers the first concise ana lys is of the processes of congelifraction and 
solifluction as they make themselves manifest in Felsenmeer creep on the slopes of these exposed 
hills. The term Felsenmeer, though fairly well known , is not in general use by the scientific 
community; it refers to a blan ket of coarse rock, riven for the most part from the nearby 
bedrock, or developed from moraine, talus, ete. a nd kept in motion by frost heaving ; 
Felsenmeere are generally considered sta ti c or "fossil". A rock glacier is a more complex form 
developed from a Felsellmeer. 

Dr. Thompson points out that this process occurs activel y on exposed areas above the 
timber line, where climatic conditions are comparable to those of places in Arctic regions 
about which there is much in the li tel'ature on po lygon structures and their causal factors. 
Polygon structures, as such, are relative ly ra re in mounta in areas, because they imply fine 
soi l at the surface which is genera ll y lacking in the vicinity of steep gradients, but the climatic 
conditions necessary for the formation of polygons a re simila r to those required for Felsellmeere. 
However, in New England this process a lso has significant a nd current effect on the timber
covered upper subalpine slopes prev io llsly thought stab le. In this new departure, 
Dr. Thompson has thus brought informat ion , never a pplied before, to bea r on the past glacia l 
history of these mountains. 

The commonly accepted theories of g lacial ac ti on in the subalpine mountain areas of New 
England prior to this study held that no sign ificant a mount of local a lpine g laciation occurred 
in post-Wisconsin times. The evidence in support of th is thesis is that there are no visible 
moraines which can be rel a ted to such local g laciers, although no one has d enied the existence 
of prominent cirques. In these articles Dr. Thompson points out that many of the moraines, 
otherwise to be expected in place from a ny pos t-Wisconsin glaciers, have been reduced by 
frost action and mass wasting to the point that, for the m ost part, they are now indistinguish
able from the larger mass of ground m orai ne and Felse1l1neere covering most of the entire area. 
With the establishment of this one point Dr. Thompson has put forward an entirely new 
concept of post-Wisconsin geomorphic history in these m ountain areas. 

It is the third article, however, tha t contains material of most interest to this reviewer. 
While the detailed description of region ally characteristic solifluction processes in the first 
two articles is a notable contribution to the literature, these ar ticles merely succeed in compet
ently explaining those phenomena that had hitherto been glossed over or cnly partially 
accounted for. The third article, however , takes issue with strongly accepted theories regarding 
the post-Wisconsin history of New England mountains. In so doing, the a uthor has had to 
come up not only with acceptable indications of his thesis, but sufficiently strong ones to 
overcome the academic inertia of earlier published studies. 

Here Dr. Thompson shows conclusively the definite existence of a valley glacier in North
west Basin on Mount Katahdin (the most unfavorahle a rea for retention of snow, due to 
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prevailing winds) by pointing out that the morainic material found on the floor of this ravine 
can be traced only to the bedrock of the upper reaches of this valley which lie generally to the 
south, and that consequently all material dropped by the retreating continental ice must 
somehow have been removed. Previously published studies by Ralph Tarr brought out that a 
small residual glacier had persisted in South Basin (an area especially favored by 
wind deposition of snow) . By establishing the existence of a Northwest Basin glacier (cf. 
Fig. 1), Dr. Thompson has shown that local glaciers have existed in considerably less favorable 
basins in post-Wisconsin times. 

Fig. 1. Upper Great Basin (lift ) and North Basin (right )-Mount Katahdin ; H amlin Ridge in the centre shows an excellent 
Felsenmeer,. there is a substantial rock glacier in North Basin. The lakes in theforeground lie behind recent terminal moraines 
of local glaciers. (Photograph ~y Will F. Thompson ) 

Further proof of this local glacierization is offered by the presence of tarns carved into the 
bedrock, which must have once been filled by the debris of a continental glacier and thus 
owe their present existence to the cleaning-out action of a post-Wisconsin local glacier. 

On Mount Washington, Dr. Thompson has noted, in my opinion, only a part (the larger 
part) of the evidence that substantiates this thesis. In dwelling briefly on a ridge of morainic 
material running easterly along the Lion Head side of Tuckerman Ravine (Fig. 2), it is felt 
that insufficient proof has been drawn from what is clearly a lateral and, where it curves 
to enclose H ermit Lake, a terminal moraine. Noting that in the past this ridge had been 
classed as som e sort of pro-ta lus rampart, Dr. Thompson has failed to take full advantage of 
this feature which further supports the contention he developed from exhaustive work done 
in other areas. 
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Discussing the "stria tions" which had been noted on the head wall of Tuckerman Ravine 
(Fig. 2) by the younger Goldthwaite, Dr. Thompson m akes it clear tha t they a re illusory; 
but here, too, he fails to ta ke full advantage of everything a t his d isposal. Further proof of the 
non-existence of Goldthwa ite's stria tions can be noted n o t onl y from the current processes 
scarring pa int by spring time snow and rock slides, but by the very na ture of the bedrock from 
which this cirque is carved . 

The schist, of which a g reat deal of the Presidentia l U pla nd is m ade, has a strong a nd 
minute foliation which under certa in lights a nd in certa in exposures can be easil y confused 

Fig. 2. Tuckerman Ravine in ear~y summer. The /ine of boulders eXlendingfrom Ihe cen lre 10 lower righl has been called l:ariol/.l/Y 
pro-Ialus ram/Jarl, rock glacier or laleral moraine. The .,ummil DJ Mount WaJhin.~lon is in the U/l/let right. "Striatiol/."·· 
discussed in the text are to be found above the right-ham/ end of the S/lOW /latch. (Photogra/Jh by Will F. Thom/JSon ) 

with stria tions. In this immedia te a rea the avalanche sca rs d ocumented by Dr. Thompson, the 
"stria tions" found by Goldthwaite and the schistose fo lia ti on a ll line up in the same d irec tion . 
Of course, the fact tha t no striat ions a re to be found tod ay on a ny exposed a reas above the 
timber line would indica te tha t they would be even less like ly to survive in a n a rea subj ect to 
impact from repeated stone fa lls; nevertheless, a n histori ca l thes is which was held for ma ny 
years was based in la rge m easure on the ex istence of these "stri a tions" . Tt is my contention 
here, as well as in the previous pa ragraphs, tha t Dr. Thompson has not onl y done a very fin e 
piece of research in d eta iling the mass was tage processes so acti ve in these mounta ins today, 
with their obvious but prev iously d iscounted effects, but his proof of the existence of pos t
Wisconsin local glacia tion is amply su ffic ient and he did it with a mmunition left in 
reserve. 

G lacia tion, per se, is no t the ma in them e of these a rticl es. I n the past g lac iologica l work has 
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been done without reference to the regional landscape- in a sense out of its context. Dr. 
Thompson has developed herein a broader viewpoint showing that the mountain landscape 
developed as a response to all the factors acting upon it. This work has principal significance 
to glacial geologists and glaciologists in that it puts glaciers into their geomorphic context in 
New England and it thereby provides a format for similar studies elsewhere. 

WILLIAM L. PUTNAM 

P. KASSER. Ein leichter thermischer Eisbohrer als Hilfsgeriit zur Installation von Ablations-
stangen auf Gletschern. Geofisica Pura e Applicata, Vol. 45, No. I, 1960, p. 97- 114. 

KASSER has designed a thermal ice-drill that receives its heat for drilling from hot water 
pumped from a heater at the surface down through a two-conduit rubber hose to the hot
point and back to the heater in a closed circuit. Kasser has used this equipment since 1950, 
and with it has drilled numerous holes to depths as great as 63 m. * in temperate ice on various 
Alpine glaciers (mainly the Grosser Aletschgletscher) and 30 m. in cold ice at the Jungfraujoch 
(about _ 2 ° C.) and in Greenland (about - 10° C. *). 

The hotpoint consists of a thin brass shell (shaped like a slim paraboloid of revolution 
38 cm. long by 3.6 cm. maximum diameter) with a jet inside that directs the hot supply 
water against the inside of the tip and then forces it to pass upward in close contact with the 
inside of the shell. Especially noteworthy is the fact that this hotpoint, unlike an electrically 
heated one, cannot burn out. The heater is simply a closed heavy-gauge aluminum pot 
affixed to a single-burner gasoline stove. The pump is of double-acting piston type mounted 
inside the heating pot and operated by hand by means of an external lever. A pressure
equalizing chamber, excess-pressure safety plug, and gauges to measure pressure and tem
perature complete the heater assembly. 

The equipment is designed to be transported by back-packing. The heaviest single item 
is the heater assembly, which weighs 17·3 kg. and is permanently mounted on a wooden 
pack-frame that weighs 4.0 kg. The hotpoint weighs 1·2 kg.; its rigid guide tube, which is 
weighted with lead, weighs 2·7 kg.; and the two-conduit rubber hose, which is weighted to 
compensate buoyancy exactly, weighs 1·0 kg. per meter. Tools, fuel, and, on occasion, water 
and ethylene glycol antifreeze also must be carried. 

Kas~er reports that in a typical drilling operation in temperate ice on the Aletschgletscher 
the hotpoint penetrated the ice at a speed of 15 m.hr. - I and operated at an efficiency of 8 1 

per cent (cross-sectional area of hotpoint divided by cross-sectional area of hole at top of 
hotpoint). In this operation pressure at the pump was maintained at 4 atm., which caused 
102 I. of water per hour to circulate. The average temperature of the water on leaving the 
heater was 75° C., and on returning 42° C. Though the instantaneous temperatures fluctuated 
as much as 20° C., the drop in temperature was practically constant at all depths down to 
30 m. Fuel consumption was one liter of white gasoline per hour, which corresponds, according 
to Kasser, to a heat supply of 7,000 kcal. hr. - I. Of this heat, 3,600 kcal. hr. - I were lost in the 
heater, 2,040 kc-a!. hr. - I were lost in the hose, and 1,360 kcal. hr. - I were actually delivered to 
the hotpoint. Thus, Kasser's apparatus achieves an efficiency of about 20 per cent, as compared 
to the 5 per cent that is ordinarily attained by lightweight portable electric power plants using 
two-cycle gasoline engines. 

Experience has shown that thermal drilling is superior to mechanical drilling for making 
holes more than a few meters deep in water-saturated ice. Thermal drilling with an electrically 
heated hotpoint, however, is inconvenient for making holes less than a few tens of meters 
deep, especially if they are numerous or widely separated, mainly because of the heavy 
power plant involved. Kasser's ice-drill, on the other hand, is especially suited to drilling 
holes in this range; thus, it should satisfy the need, frequent in glaciological field work, for 

• These facts have been supplied to the reviewer by the author. 
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